. Schematic illustration of the structure used in all simulations. Two crystallographically aligned graphene layers, here of infinite width for the purpose of simulation, are coupled within a region of effective dielectric ε = 2.2 including perhaps partial vacuums in the vicinity (below or above) the condensate region.
Introduction
The Bilayer PseudoSpin Field Effect Transistor (BiSFET) is a novel "beyond CMOS" device concept based on interlayercoherent electron-hole exciton condensates in two graphene layers, one n-type and one p-type, separated by a thin dielectric [1] . Such condensates, created by the interlayer exchange interactions, have been predicted to exist possibly above room temperature [2] . In the presence of the condensates, the interlayer tunneling is expected to be greatly enhanced, but only up to a critical current, analogous to the DC Josephson effect and for the similar reasons. Moreover, as a collective effect, in principle the critical voltage associated with the critical current could be smaller compared to the thermal voltage k B T/q, which is ~26 mV at 300 K [1] [2] [3] [4] . It has been shown by SPICE-level circuit simulations that the consequent switching power with a 25 mV clocked power voltage could then be on the scale of 10 −20 J (10zJ) per device, lower than the "end-of-roadmap" CMOS by two to three orders of magnitudes [1, 5, 6] .
There are substantial theoretical and experimental challenges to realizing such superfluid condensates and BiSFETs. However, recent theoretical work continued to support the possibility of such a room-temperature condensate, although in very low-k environments [7] . Here, using the quantum transport simulation tool presented in [8] , we reexamine the basic transport physics and, in particular, the possibility of sub-k B T/q critical voltages for interlayer transport. For comparison, we also examine transport under the contrasting "current counterflow" biasing condition in which near perfect Coulomb drag is expected between layers [9~11] up to substantially higher voltages.
Simulated Device
The simulated device structure in this work, detailed further in [8] , consists of two graphene layers coupled within channel region of length L through a dielectric layer of thickness d, as shown in Fig. 1 . Four semi-infinite leads (BL, BR, TL, TR) are connected to the opposite ends and opposite layers beyond the channel region. This contact scheme differs from that of the proposed BiSFET, which nominally employs only two contacts, one to each layer on the same end of the channel [1] . However this scheme allows us to investigate not only interlayer tunneling as required for the BiSFET scheme, but also more general biasing schemes including the aforementioned current counterflow biasing. The two opposite graphene layers are nominally gated to fixed electrostatic potentials V = ±0.25 V, respectively, corresponding to n = p ≈ 6×10 12 cm -2 .
Conceptually, with the tight-binding framework used for quantum transport simulations here, the non-local interlayer Fock exchange interaction V Fock is calculated self-consistently via the tight-binding Schrödinger's equations as:
where H TB,b is the "bare" tight-binding Hamiltonian including intra-layer and interlayer coupling, R T(B) labels a lattice site in the top (bottom) layer, and β labels the injected Bloch states including the lead of injection, band and wave-vector of incidence, transverse wave-vector, and (actual) spin. The applied terminal voltages V i modify the Fermi levels E F,i = −qV i and corresponding Fermi occupation probabilities f β , where i is the lead index. Here, ρ(R B ,R T ) is the density matrix, or more specifically the interlayer density matrix which can be referred to as the collective "pseudospin" which characterizes the coherence between the "which layer" degree of freedom. We emphasize that this simple unscreened model of the
Channel length L = 15 nm exchange interaction is not intended to establish the possibility of room temperature condensation as addressed in [8] , but only to allow modeling of essential transport physics in the presence of the condensates.
In the quantum transport calculations performed as described in [8] , injecting source terms and boundary selfenergies are used to obtain the wave-function within the simulation region (equals Green's function times source term), and the pseudospin is calculated from the wave-functions iteratively.
Essential Physics of Interlayer Current Flow
Formation of the condensate in the channel is characterized by the establishment of interlayer coherence and a band gap opening where the top and bottom layer energy bands once crossed. This enhanced interlayer coherence, i.e., enhanced interlayer pseudospin, supports an enhanced interlayer current flow, but only up to a point. Consistent with any tight-binding calculation of current flow, the interlayer current is (5) where H TB contains all contributions to the tight-binding Hamiltonian. However, because the Fock exchange interaction contains ρ(R B ,R T ) (Eq. (3)) which cancels the phase of ρ * (R B ,R T ) in (5), Eq. (5) reduces to (6) where we have taken H TB,b to be real for convenience (but not of necessity). Therefore, the exchange interaction alone cannot carry interlayer current. However, the interlayer current can be greatly enhanced by the condensate formation through the associated enhanced interlayer pseudospin ρ(R B ,R T ). Moreover, the magnitude of ρ * (R B ,R T ) is essentially independent of both the bare hopping and interlayer voltage for the values of each considered here, and its phase θ, while voltage-dependent, is an approximately global property of the pseudospin within the region of condensation, as per the example of Fig. 2 . Therefore, Eq. (6) becomes (7) However, the maximum current, i.e. the "critical" current, which can be carried in this way occurs when |θ| = π/2. Beyond this point, the interlayer current cannot increase though the interlayer voltage can, nor can a time-independent solution be obtained. Instead, the DC interlayer current is expected to collapse and a rapidly oscillating AC current of frequency f = 2qV il /h is expected, analogous to the AC and DC Josephson effects and for similar reasons. Moreover, there is nothing in the above discussion which directly addresses the temperature.
Results and Discussion
All of the simulations in this work were performed at a temperature of 300 K. We first applied interlayer voltages to the terminals as in Fig. 1 , such that V TL = −V BL = V il /2 and V TR = −V BR = 0. The interlayer bare coupling was taken to be between nearest-neighbor "A" sublattice atoms of the two layers. Coupling is through a dielectric and therefore not intrinsically Bernal-like, and any A-to-A coupling component is expected to dominate any A-to-B component [3, 4] .
In Fig. 3 , the pseudospin phase vs. iterations is plotted for different interlayer voltages, with an interlayer hopping potential of 0.5 meV. The channel length L is taken to be 15 nm here and in all cases to follow, and the interlayer spacing d is taken to be 1 nm here and in all cases to follow except that of Fig. 6 . A stable-to-unstable transition is exhibited between interlayer voltages of 10 and 20 mV, localizing the critical voltage below k B T/q. Moreover, the phase rotation vs. iteration for V il = 20 mV is suggestive of the expected phase rotation in real time domain for V il = 20 mV. Although not shown here, increasing interlayer voltages lead to still more rapid oscillations, as reported in [8] , which is consistent with the expected AC Josephson effect in BiSFETs.
We plotted θ and sin(θ) for stable pseudospins for various combinations of bare interlayer coupling energy V hop and interlayer voltage V il combinations in Fig. 4 . It is clear that sin(θ) is proportional to the applied voltage, and inversely proportional to the interlayer bare coupling energy, as expected from Eq. (7) for a linear current-voltage relation. This linear relation allows ready extraction of the critical voltages. The thus-extracted critical voltages vs. interlayer hopping (Fig. 5 ) and interlayer separation (Fig. 6) clearly exhibit the possibility of sub-k B T/q critical voltages.
The intra-and inter-layer current distributions are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Fig. 7 shows that despite the voltage drop along the layers, essentially no current flows into and out of the right contacts, being nominally suppressed by the formation of the condensate band gap within the simulation region. However, the interlayer current flow is enhanced by over three orders of magnitude with the formation of the condensate, reaching about three-quarters of the Laudauer-Büttiker lead-limited value, while also exhibiting a broader distribution along the channel as the condensate spreads as in Fig. 8 .
Finally, we also have simulated the counterflow regime, in which a voltage is applied along one layer, V BL = −V BR = V al /2, while the other layer is grounded, V TL = V TR = 0. The result as shown in Fig. 9 for an interlayer hopping energy 0.75 meV, is nearly perfect Coulomb drag between layers, as previous predicted [10] and experimentally demonstrated in III-V systems under high magnetic fields and low temperatures [11] , at least initially. To quantify the Coulomb drag, the intra-layer current imbalance Δ intra = 2|I T amplitude flowing into the corresponding lead BL, BR, TL or TR. The peak drag efficiency is about 90%, initially, where the non-ideality of which results from some non-zero interlayer currents.
In all of these figures, the eventual breakdown of Coulomb drag is evident, although at a voltage much greater than the interlayer critical voltage and substantially greater than k B T. In this case, the breakdown is due not to temporal instability in the condensate, but to its collapse, as illustrated in Fig. 12 where the local density of states (LDOS) is plotted in the center of the channel. For lower voltages along the channel, there is a clear if incompletely formed band gap, which is the signature of the condensate [3, 4, 8] . However, above 100 mV, the LDOS collapses back to essentially that for the uncoupled graphene layers. The reason for the collapse appears to be much the same as for collapse with temperature or charge imbalance, the occupation of states above the condensate band gap and/or the emptying of states below the band gap [3, 4] , in this case due to the splitting of the Fermi level between the bottom layer leads, but again not that for the BiSFETs.
Conclusion
We have illustrated greatly enhanced but critical-currentlimited interlayer current flow between the graphene layers in the presence of an exciton condensate. In particular, we have illustrated the possibility of associated sub-k B T/q critical voltages, as anticipated for the proposed ultra-low power BiSFET. Finally, we have contrasted this possible ultra-low interlayer voltage switching characteristic with that for current counterflow/intra-layer biasing which collapses at substantially higher voltages.
